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BENEFITS OF IOT FOR VEHICLE TELEMATICS

Traditional With IoT

IoT has progressed significantly in the last 10 years so how does this affect your vehicle’s telematics? 

Fixed service intervals and manual 
check of vehicle condition

Predictive maintenance and proactive service 
management reduce vehicle downtimes

Central management of assets and 
vehicles with high administrative costs

Decentralized access management, key-less entry, remote 
vehicle monitoring and stolen vehicle recovery

Fraud incidents due to undetected 
accidents or misbehaviour

Optimized occupancy planning and fleet 
utilization due to better traceability

High maintenance costs
Transparent cost information for end users 
and fleet operators

Customer-centric billing models such as 
usage based insurances (UBI)

Offline logbooks, drivers needed to manually 
write down activity times



ADVANTAGES OF IOT ALONG THE VALUE CHAIN
Whilst the benefits of IoT are clear how will this directly affect your business?

Hardware and 
equipment manufacturers

Provide IoT components that guarantee 
interoperability and full functionality 

(e.g. include reliable and already 
licensed embedded connectivity option 

onto HW).

Car manufacturer / OEMs

Differentiate from others by being 
able to offer pre-connected vehicles 

from the beginning, simplifying 
customers’ connectivity decision and 

operation.

After-market suppliers

Offer retrofit connectivity solutions 
to equip unconnected vehicles and 

thereby make IoT-based 
functionalities accessible to older 

vehicles.

Solution providers

Offer data-based services to 
customers, make fleet operations 

more efficient and create new 
customer-centric features, such as 

usage based insurances.

Application service providers

Develop new applications for end 
customers in the industrial 
vertical through access to 

aggregated data.

Fleet operators such as 
construction companies, logistics 
providers, car rental enterprises

Connect assets to reduce operating 
costs, enhance business processes and 

improve safety or offer advanced 
customer-centric services.



AN OVERVIEW OF IOT APPLICATIONS

Fuel level monitoring

Usage based insurance (PAYD)

Fleet management

Tachograph admin

Driver communication

Engine management

Proactive service management

Mapping and traffic information

Costing information

Integrated 3rd party data

Onboard dashcams

In-vehicle Wi-Fi

Stolen vehicle recovery

Car sharing

In-Car entertainment

OTT services

Road-charging

Measure and improve fuel consumption

Allow for usage based premiums

Manage and optimise fleet utilisation

Administration and automation of tacho data uploads

Allow for voice and message communication with drivers

Manufacturers can remotely update engine management

Service data on vehicles can be used to schedule maintenance 

Upload and update of maps and traffic information

Provide accurate estimates of trip costs

Share other sensors data (temperature, tyre pressure) with other systems

Uploaded footage after an incidents

Allow for in-car internet services

Location tracking and alarming systems

Manage access to vehicles (key-less entry), activation and communication 

Allow for music or video streaming, web search, online news etc

Loyalty schemes etc.

Automated road charging systems

Understanding the applications of IoT are important to ensure that you can connect to what you need.

SOURCE: ANALYSYS MASON, 1NCE

Status monitoring: Identifier, On-Off status, fuel level  Usage data: Driving behaviour, occupancies, fuel consumption  Location: GPS localisation or other  Voice / SMS / General IP traffic: Communication and internet services
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MAPPING APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
To support your connectivity solutions uncover what applications 1NCE can provide for your business.

SOURCES: 1NCE, STATISTA, ANALYSYS MASON, VDC RESEARCH

2G (GPRS) 

most commonly used connectivity type 

best coverage

sufficient for simple requirements 
(e.g. location, driving behaviour)

well understood & trusted

4G (LTE) 

base of many embedded solutions from OEMs 

incorporates ‘consumer’ features, such as in-vehicle 
Wi-Fi connectivity

advanced services for telematics require 
more bandwidth

LTE-M 

optimized IoT connectivity standard

could provide an attractive low cost alternative to full 
LTE

future-proof alternative to 2G/3G connections 
supporting key functions with up to 1Mbit/s

NB-IoT 

unable to track objects at speeds above 20km/h, 
which makes it 

unsuitable for core telematics functions

relatively low bandwidth & lack of support for voice 
make it an unlikely alternative to LTE-M

LoRa & Sigfox 

poorly suited to telematics systems due to 
low bandwidth

major disadvantage in the heavy goods 
vehicle market due to the lack of pan-European 
coverage 

uses unlicensed spectrum, less secure 
and reliable

Satellite

used for high value assets in remote regions (i.e. 
where cellular coverage is poor or unreliable)

limited usage in Europe 
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National 
(moving objects)

International 
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International 
(moving objects)

Fuel level monitoring

Road-charging

Usage based 
insurance (PAYD)

Car sharing

OTT services

Costing information

Fleet management

Engine management

Stolen vehicle recovery

Integrated 3rd party data

Proactive service management

Tachograph admin

Driver communication

In-Car entertainment

Onboard dashcamsIn-vehicle Wi-Fi

Mapping and 
traffic information

Fully covered Depends on use case



CHECK LIST FOR CONNECTIVITY
Ensuring that an existing connectivity provider will be supporting future requirements which will drive the market.

Requirement Market situation Less suited for 1NCE Lifetime Fee

The automotive and logistics market is driven by efficiency. Since 
connectivity can be a key cost driver, many applications are 
designed to create and transmit only few data in order to speed up 
operations and lower costs. Thus all players along the value chain 
demand an effective and cost sensitive connectivity solution for 
their IoT applications.

Broad international roaming capabilities are crucial for many 
telematic applications. Many providers demand a reliable and 
seamless connectivity when crossing borders. As a result 
connectivity providers must support and privide a connectivity 
standard that allows for coverage across Europe at least. 

Data security is most likely to be increasingly important. Companies 
expect to see well documented security policies and concepts, with 
factors such as reliability and quality of the network central to 
guaranteeing high service levels. 

Vehicle telematic solutions most often rely on 2G and 4G today. Due 
to network restructuring many companies want to understand the 
roadmap to future technologies, such as LTE-M, NB-IoT, V2X and 
5G. Support for future eSIMs is likely to be a requirement also.

Data & pricing

Coverage

Security

Future-proof 
technology

SOURCE: ANALYSYS MASON, VDC RESEARCH, 1NCE

High data rates
High bandwidth
Broadband
Individual pricing

Private networks

Dedicated networks
Bespoke security solutions

Mobile broadband 4G, 5G 
Satellite based connectivity

Low data rates
Low bandwidth
Narrowband
Transparent and simple pricing
No minimum order quantity

International roaming via Tier-1 operators
Deep indoor penetration (with NB-IoT/LTE-M)

2G, 3G
NB-IoT or LTE-M
eSIM
Multimode functionality

Public cellular based networks with proven 
reliability and stability

IPSec

Best match for 1NCE Lifetime Fee



THE 1NCE PROMISE 
Offering simplicity to the value chain

LEARN MORE ABOUT 1NCE CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS. GET IN TOUCH! 

WWW.1NCE.COM 

10 EUROS

FOR 10 YEARS PER SIM

1NCE SIM CARD IoT FlexSIM Card NB-IoT, LTE-M,
2G and 3G

EU-28 coverage
+  NO/CH/BY/RU/UA

1NCE IOT
FLAT RATE

500 MB
Data Volume 250 SMS Open VPN

1NCE CONNECTIVITY 
MANAGEMENT 

PLATFORM

Account
management

SIM Card
management

User profile
management

1NCE is the first dedicated Tier 1 Carrier providing fast, secure and reliable IoT network connectivity for low data B2B applications. As a native IoT company, 
1NCE offers a “connect and forget” connectivity service that is well suited for vehicle telematics solution. This convenience gives sensor manufacturers, 
OEMs, solution providers, system integrators and application service providers an easy addition to their solutions to quickly build the needed revenue 
stream from their customers. 1NCE offers a predictable cost of connectivity to the value chain via its 1NCE Lifetime fee that covers all relevant costs that 
occur within the lifespan of the solution; costs such as SIM card, data volume, monthly fees, activation fees, roaming charges and license fees for using the 
connectivity management platform to manage and control your vehicles.


